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Abstract
The EVITAR project (Development and implementation of an evidence-based therapy and
consultancy concept to reduce the use of antibiotics and to minimize antibiotic resistance in
dairy farming) was conducted to achieve a long-term change in antimicrobial treatment (AT)
patterns of dairy farmers to decrease antimicrobial usage and to minimize the risk of potential
antimicrobial resistances. Basis for this was an evidence-based mastitis treatment (EBMT)
concept for which a novel rapid culture system was developed.
The new on-farm culture test (mastDecide®, QUIDEE GmbH) was established in eight dairy
farms in Northern Germany from September 2016 until February 2018 coupled with an EBMT
concept. Study design was a comparison of bacteriological cure rates (BCR) and antimicrobial
doses before and after introduction of the novel concept. During the preliminary phase, all
clinical mastitis cases were cytomicrobiologically analyzed and the current therapy concept was
recorded. Aim of the study was to investigate the effect of the implementation of a rapid testbased therapy concept on antimicrobial consumption, BCRs and antimicrobial resistance
development.
The new test system mastDecide® consists of two tubes containing different culture media. The
first one verifies the growth of Gram-negative (esp. coliforms) and Gram-positive cocci, the
second one exclusively the growth of Gram-positive cocci, illustrated by a decoloration after
12 to 14 hours. The therapy concept implied a differentiated intramammary AT (IAT) based on
the test result. Only mastitic udder quarters with a Gram-positive test result received an IAT.
Furthermore, therapy unworthy cows (third mastitis in lactation; somatic cell count (SCC)
thrice above 700.000 cells/ml) did not receive IAT. Systemic AT was used only in cases of
severe mastitis.
Quarter foremilk samples were taken immediately after the appearance of clinical mastitis signs
(day 0) as well as on days 14 and 21 (+/- 3) as control samples for cytomicrobiological analysis.
A quarter was recognized as bacteriologically cured if the mastitis-causing pathogen was absent
in both control samples. Farm personnel performed and evaluated the results of mastDecide®
independently and directly on farm. Test results and the following AT were recorded. Dairy
producers were free to choose the pharmaceutical agents.
The implementation of the concept varied between farms. Before implementation of the EBMT
concept to Farm A, which was characterized by the greatest compliance to the study protocol,
90 % of the affected quarters received IAT and the BCR was 81 % (n=186). After
implementation of the EBMT concept, the intramammary administration of antimicrobials
decreased to 33 % of the affected quarters, while the BCR remained unaffected at 83 % (n=431).
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Introduction

In the dairy industry, bovine mastitis is the most common cause for antimicrobial consumption
(Kuipers et al., 2016). The painful disease does not only affect animal welfare but also causes
great economical losses mainly due to milk yield lost and increased culling rates (Pol and
Ruegg, 2007). Over the last decades, low SCC and a maximum cure rate were the only aims to
pursue, which lead to relatively low treatment criteria and a mostly blanket AT for every cow
with clinical signs (Vaarst, 2002). Although present research has shown no alarming increase
of antimicrobial resistance of mastitis-causing bacteria (GERMAP, 2016), there is an exerted
pressure through public concerns to reduce antimicrobial usage in the dairy production equal to
other medical sectors (Krömker and Leimbach, 2017). Achieving long-term changes in
treatment decisions of farmers, new strategies and tools are needed to support and motivate
producers (Lam et al., 2012). An EBMT concept can be an effective option to save antimicrobial
doses compared to conventional therapy concepts while keeping cure rates constant (Mansion
de-Vries, 2016).
Basis of the EBMT concept is to skip antimicrobial substances if the application is useless.
Identification of those cases demand knowledge concerning the individual cow as well as the
mastitis-causing pathogen. Cows with mastitis caused by Gram-positive pathogens, esp.
streptococci and staphylococci, benefit from an AT significantly (Roberson et al., 2004).
Mastitis, caused by Gram-negative bacteria, especially coliforms, are characterized by a high
self-cure rate and consequently do not necessarily require antimicrobials in mild to moderate
cases (Suojala et al., 2010). Moreover, 30 % or greater of clinical mastitis samples exhibit
culture-negative outcomes. An AT in those cases should be questioned (Oliveira and Ruegg,
2014). As a laboratory examination takes at least 48 hours identifying the mastitis-causing
pathogen, on-farm rapid tests are a necessary tool for implementing a selective AT. Preceding
clinical trials compared outcomes of a selective AT in a test group with those of a blanket AT
(Lago et al., 2011; Mansion de Vries et al., 2016). Saving up to 60 % of the amount of
antimicrobials due to a selective treatment in the test group, animals showed no differences in
bacteriological cure in comparison to animals with blanket AT.
Aim of this present study was the implementation of a practical EBMT concept using a rapid
on-farm test. Focus was on reducing antimicrobial consumption in the long term while keeping
the BCRs unchanging. On this account the study design was a comparison of BCRs and
antimicrobial doses before and after introducing the EBMT concept to the farms. The novel
rapid tube test system mastDecide® (QUIDEE GmbH, Homberg, Germany) was performed
and evaluated directly by farm personnel. After an incubation of 12 hours a classification of the
mastitis-causing pathogen with respect to Gram-positive, Gram-negative or no bacteriological
growth was feasible.
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2

Material and Methods

2.1

Farm, Mastitis Definition, Sampling, Preliminary Phase

The study was conducted on eight free-stall dairy farms in Northern Germany from November 2015 to
February 2018. Farms differed in herd size, farm structure (family business, dairy personnel), milking
system (conventional, milking robot), and type of production (organic, conventional).
Classification of the mastitis severity score (MS) was done as followed: MS 1 if there was only change
in the appearance of milk, MS 2 in the case of additional local clinical signs of the udder and MS 3 for
cows with general clinical signs (fever, lack of appetite).
During the preliminary phase from November 2015 to September 2016, all clinical mastitis cases and
the respective treatment of the cows were recorded. After detection of a clinical mastitis, farmers took
a foremilk sample antiseptically. Post-treatment quarter samples were taken after 14 (+/-3) and after
21 (+/-3) days. Samples were stored refrigerated and were send to the laboratory of the University of
Applied Sciences and Arts Hannover, Germany, for the conventional microbiological diagnostic
examinations according to the GVA (2009). Antibiotic resistances were determined by agar diffusion
tests and by analysis of the minimum inhibitory concentrations of a panel of isolated pathogens
(Staphylococcus aureus, Streptococcus uberis, Escherichia coli, other coliforms).

2.2

Evidence-based Therapy Concept

Three decision points result in the recommended AT: first point is the clinical appearance,
second the animal-related factors, and third the pathogen-related factors.
1. Mastitis score: Cows with serve mastitis (MS 3) immediately get systemic antimicrobials
and supportive fluids. IAT of mild to moderate cases (MS 1, MS 2) delay while the result
of the rapid test is pending. A decision concerning the IAT of all grades is done after
receiving the result of mastDecide®, 12 hours after diagnosis (point 3).
2. Therapy worthiness: Cows with high SCC (>/= 700,000 SCC/ml) in the previous three
monthly dairy herd improvement data or with more than two mastitis cases in the actual
lactation are covered by the definition of therapy unworthy cows. Those animals receive no
further local AT because of their small chance of bacteriological cure.
3. Mastitis-causing pathogen: Out of the remaining therapy-worthy cows, only those with
Gram-positive test result receive IAT, while udder quarters with Gram-negative test result
or no verified bacterial growth stay untreated.
Furthermore, every cow receives a NSAID treatment immediately after detecting the clinical
mastitis for up to three days. [Image 1; Decision Tree]
2.3

Rapid on-farm Test mastDecide®, Test-Phase

From September 2016 to February 2018 the new treatment concept and the rapid test were tried
and tested by the dairy employees. Sampling was done as supplied in the preliminary phase.
Farms were visited by a veterinarian, explaining background knowledge and the recommended
therapy concept. For performing mastDecide®, clean working areas were set up in separate
office rooms. Every person who would former use mastDecide® tested it several times under
direction. Herd manager filled in a protocol about every mastitis case, containing the mastitis
severity score, the test result, information about the therapy worthiness of the animal, and the
conducted treatment. Usage of the on-farm test and evaluation of the results were done directly
on farm by the trained dairy personnel.
2.4

Definitions

Bacteriological cure was defined if the mastitis-causing pathogen of the mastitis sample was
absent in both post-treatment quarter samples 14 (+/-) and 21 (+/-) days after diagnosis.
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Results and Discussion

Due to great differences between the EBMT concept and the previous therapy concepts
compliance of implementing the new concept varied between farms. Therefore, only results of
farms will be presented where not only the rapid test was implemented but also all aspects of
the EBMT concept. In the preliminary phase, 90 % of the affected quarters received IAT. The
BCR was 81 % (n=186). In the test phase the intramammary administration of antimicrobials
decreased to 33 % of the affected quarters, while the BCR was 83 % (n=431). No changes of
other udder health key performance indicators (culling rate (90 d), new infection rate, rate of
incurable animals) occurred in the period of the study. There are clear indications for an
increasing antimicrobial susceptibility of mastitis-causing bacteria, esp. Gram-negatives, to the
tested antibiotic agents.
The results of this study suggest that implementation of an EBMT concept on a conventional
dairy farm can safe antibiotic doses with unaffected BCRs. Besides those positive outcomes
regarding the behavioural change of treatment decisions, the implementation implies extra
efforts due to checking the animal related factors, taking milk samples, performing
mastDecide®, and intense monitoring of sick cows. Furthermore, delayed treatment while
pending results of the rapid test can be challenging if multiple persons are involved in the
treatment. Conditions for a successful implementation are constant documentation and
communication. Another difficulty exist through most farmers believes that a cow´s prognosis
for cure will get worse while waiting 12 hours for test results (Neeser et al., 2006). For years
blanket AT seemed to be the only option for a high standard of udder health, removing those
doubts must be seen as a longer process.
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Image 1: Decision Tree
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